
 
 
 
 

Questions for Wednesday, 6th April 2022 
 

Set by: TCB 
  

Question Reader: All parts of the answer shown in Bold Face are required. Parts shown in ordinary type are not 
essential, but if given incorrectly will mean that the answer is wrong; for example, if the answer shown is “Tom 
Watson”, “Watson” would be a correct answer, but “John Watson” would be incorrect. Parts shown in italics are 
purely explanatory and are not required. If the answer offered is incomplete (for example, “Roosevelt” for 
“Theodore Roosevelt”, you may, at your discretion, ask the person answering to expand the answer. 

In the event of any problem, three spare questions can be found on the final sheet. 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

When you are ready to start reading the questions, proceed to the next page 
Press Page Up or Page Down to move between rounds (or half-rounds for team questions) 

 
 

  



Individual Round 1 All general knowledge.  But each answer features an occupation.  (Note spellings may vary) 
 
 

1. Which famous greyhound is the only one ever to have won the treble of the Derby, 
Cesarewitch and St. Leger in a single year? 

Mick the Miller 

2. Described as “one of the great conductors of the 20th century”, and a Proms stalwart, which 
English conductor who died in 1967, was nicknamed “Flash Harry”? 

Sir Malcolm Sargent 

3. Which character in “Coronation Street” was played By Pat Phoenix for 24 years? Elsie Tanner 

4. Which archaeologist discovered and excavated the tomb of Tutankhamun?  Howard Carter 

5. Which English author of romantic fiction is best known for a series of novels dubbed  
“The Rutshire Chronicles”? 

Jilly Cooper 

6. Which two-time World Heavyweight boxing champion turned entrepreneur sold the 
commercial rights to a kitchen aid for 138 million dollars in 1999? 

George Foreman 
(The George Foreman Grill) 

7. Who wrote the economic treatise “The Wealth of Nations”? Adam Smith 

8. What was the name of the American criminal defence lawyer, who was created by the author 
Erle Stanley Gardner and who featured in 82 novels? 

Perry Mason 

9. What nickname has been given to the Red Backed Shrike due to its habit of impaling prey on a 
thorn before eating it? 

Butcher Bird 

10. Which English dramatist is best known for his TV serials “Pennies from Heaven” and “The 
Singing Detective”? 

Dennis Potter 

 



Team Round 2 
1. Secretaries . 

a) The Right Honourable Grant Shapps M.P. is the current secretary of state for which government 
department? 

Transport 

b) In the books by Agatha Christie what is the name of Hercule Poirot’s secretary? Miss Lemon 

c) Eric Fenby was the friend and amanuensis of which English classical composer who had become 
paralysed and blind? 

Frederick Delius 

2. Witches . 
a) In East Anglia, during the English Civil War, who proclaimed himself “Witchfinder General” and was 

responsible for the trial and execution of over 100 alleged “witches”? 
Matthew Hopkins  

b) The last tea clipper, “Cutty Sark”, is named after the witch in which Rabbie Burns poem? Tam-O-Shanter 

c) What description is given to the wasteland outside the royal castle in near Forres, where 
Macbeth encounters the three Witches, who prophecy that “Macbeth shall be King hereafter”? 

The Blasted Heath 

3. Wizards . 
a) Which literary wizard dwelt in the tower of Isengard? Saruman the White 

(in Lord of the Rings) 
b) In the well-known book and film, where did the “Wizard of Oz” live? The Emerald City 

c) Which “Wizard of the Dribble” became Britain’s first ever European footballer of the year? Stanley Matthews 

4. Winds . 
a) On the “Beaufort Scale” what is the description of a wind of force 3? Gentle Breeze 

b) Who delivered the “Wind of Change” speech to the South African parliament in 1960 Harold MacMillan 

c) In Greek myth, who was the god of the North Wind? Boreas 



Team Round 2 (Continued) 
5. Capitals . 

a) Which modern city stands on the site of the ancient capital of the Incas? Cuzco 

b) In architecture where would you find a capital? On Top of a Column 

c) What is the capital of Slovenia? Ljubljana 

6. States . 
a) Which American State’s flag is the only one to feature a Union Jack? Hawaii 

b) After solid, liquid, and gas, what is the last of the four fundamental states of matter? Plasma 

c) Chennai (formerly Madras) is the capital of which Indian state? Tamil Nadu 

7. Mountains . 
a) “Monte Cervino” is the Italian name for which Alpine peak? Matterhorn 

b) How does “Koh-I-Noor”, the name of the largest diamond in the British Crown Jewels, translate 
into English? 

Mountain of Light 

c) Who directed the award winning 2005 film “Brokeback Mountain”? Ang Lee 

8. Books . 
a) Which are the only two books of the King James Bible to be named after women? Ruth and Esther 

b) Trey Parker and Matt Stone, the creators of the T.V. cartoon “South Park”, also collaborated on 
which successful musical, currently on in the West End stage? 

The Book of Mormon 

c) Which well-known series of books begins with the novel “In Chancery”? The Forsyte Saga 



Individual Round 3  General knowledge again. But each answer features a living creature.  (Spellings may vary). 
 
 

1. Who was the presenter of TV’s popular antiques show “Flog It”? Paul Martin 

2. According to the Bible what was Noah’s Ark made of? Gopher Wood 

3. Which rather controversial English film maker directed the films “Kes” and “The Wind that 
Shakes the Barley”? 

Ken Loach 

4. Played by Jodie Foster, what is the name of the detective in the film “Silence of the Lambs”? Clarice Starling 

5. Released in 1974, which was the first of the three #1 hits for the Glam Rock group Mud? Tiger Feet 

6. “Araucaria Araucana” is the botanical name of which ornamental garden tree, much favoured 
by Victorian plantsmen?  

Monkey Puzzle Tree (or Monkey 
Pine Tree) 

7. Which bug is responsible for “Cuckoo Spit”, the frothy substance often found on plants? Froghopper 

8. The “Humming Chorus” features in which popular Puccini opera? Madame Butterfly 

9. The heart muscle stimulant “Digitalin” is derived from which wild flower species? Foxglove 

10. What name was given to the large, stone jetty, from which British soldiers were evacuated 
during the Dunkirk operation? 

The Mole 

 



Team Round 4 
1. Literary Goodbyes . 

a) Who wrote the novel “The Long Goodbye”? Raymond Chandler 

b) Which novel by James Hilton about a public-school master was later made into a successful film 
for which Robert Donat won the Best Actor Oscar? 

Goodbye Mr Chips 

c) “Goodbye to All That” was an autobiography of which poet and novelist? Robert Graves 

2. Engines . 
a) What name was given to the early calculating machine developed by Charles Babbage in the 

1820s, considered the first mechanical computer? 
The Difference Engine 

b) What type of siege engine was a “Trebuchet”? Catapult 

c) Which number is displayed on “Thomas the Tank Engine”? No 1 

3. Numbers . 
a) Which is the smallest “perfect number” 6 

b) In “The Lord of the Rings” which number birthday is celebrated by Bilbo Baggins at the start of 
the trilogy? 

Eleventy-First (111th) 

c) According to Tennyson how many cavalry men staged “the charge of the Light Brigade”? 600 

4. Some Science . 
a) Independently of Isaac Newton, which German mathematician also developed Calculus in the 

17th century? 
Gottfried Leibnitz 

b) What in general would be produced in a laboratory using a “Kipps Apparatus”? A Gas 

c) Which Englishman, in 1774, discovered oxygen? Joseph Priestley 



Team Round 4 (Continued) 
5. Seconds . 

a) Which is the second brightest star in the night sky after Sirius? Canopus  

b) After the Lake District which is, by area, England’s 2nd largest National Park? Yorkshire Dales 

c) “A Clash of Kings” is the second book in which series of novels by George R. R. Martin? A Song of Ice and Fire 

6. Governance . 
a) Who is the governor of the Bank of England? Andrew Bailey 

b) What is governed by F.I.D.E. (usually pronounced “Feeday”)? The game of Chess 

c) Which Scottish novelist and thriller writer was made Governor General of Canada in 1935? John Buchan 

7. Firsts . 
a) Which antipodean cricketer was the first to take 400 test match wickets? Richard Hadlee (New Zealand) 

b) Nara was the first capital of which East Asian country whose present-day capital is home to 14 
million inhabitants, or 37 million inhabitants in its metropolitan area? 

Japan 

c) Which country was the first to give women the vote in a general election? New Zealand 

8. Maxwells . 
a) What was the name of the yacht from which Robert Maxwell disappeared off the Canary Islands 

in 1991? 
Lady Ghislaine 

b) “Farewell to Stromness” is one of the most popular pieces by which British composer, who was 
Master of the Queen’s Music from 2004 to 2014? 

Peter Maxwell Davies 

c) Which theoretical physicist, when asked if he had stood on the shoulders of Newton replied 
“No.  I stand on Maxwell’s shoulders” 

Albert Einstein 



(Second Half) Individual Round 5   Song Lyrics.  From which classic songs are these lyrics taken? 
 
 

1. “Follow her down to a bridge by a fountain where looking-glass people eat marshmallow pies” Lucy In the Sky with Diamonds 
(Lennon & McCartney) 

2. “Don’t it always seem to go; that you don’t know what you’ve got till it’s gone” Big Yellow Taxi 
(Joni Mitchell) 

3. “Mars ain’t the kind of place to raise your kids; in fact, it’s cold as hell” Rocket Man 
(Elton John) 

4. “Well, the band were playing and the booze began to flow.  But the sound came over on the 
police car radio”. 

Rubber Bullets 
(10 cc) 

5. “You can check out any time you like but you can never leave.” Hotel California 
(The Eagles) 

6. “You and I will be as free; as the birds up in the tree.” Diana 
(Paul Anka) 

7. “Who can explain it; who can tell you why.  Fools give you reasons; wise men never try.” Some Enchanted Evening 
(from “South Pacific”) 

8. “Let me give my life to you; Let me drown in your laughter; let me die in your arms.” Annie’s Song 
(John Denver) 

9. “I could have spread my wings.  And done a thousand thigs I’ve never done before” I Could Have Danced all Night 
(from “My Fair Lady”) 

10. “Soon, we’ll be without the moon, humming a diff’rent tune.  And then ………..” Let’s Face the Music and Dance 
(Cole Porter) 

 



Team Round 6 
1. Beer . 

a) “Kriek” beer, a lambic style beer made in Brussels, is flavoured with which fruit? Sour Cherries 

b) What name is given to the extract of malt that is fermented to make beer? Wort 

c) How many imperial gallons are there in a “hogshead”? 54 

2. Rules . 
a) Which film, starring Michael Caine and Toby Maguire, is set in an orphanage in Maine? The Cider House Rules 

b) In electromagnetics which scientist formulated the left-hand and the right-hand rules? John Ambrose Fleming 

c) Babur was the first to rule which empire which lasted some 300 years? Mogul or Mughal 

3. Houses . 
a) Which TV drama series features the residents of “Skeldale House”? All Creatures Great and Small 

b) Who was the last British monarch from the royal house of Stuart? Queen Anne 

c) Who played the role of the devious chief whip Francis Urquhart in the original BBC political 
thriller “House of Cards”? 

Ian Richardson 

4. Dianas . 
a) Who was the mother of Diana, Princess of Wales? Frances Shand-Kydd 

b) The Roman goddess “Diana” is equivalent to which goddess in Greek myth? Artemis 

c) In the TV spy drama “The Avengers” what was the name of the character played by Diana Rigg? Emma Peel 



Team Round 6 (Continued) 
5. Poets . 

a) Who (at time of writing) is the Poet Laureate? Simon Armitage 

b) Which early 19th Century Austrian composer wrote nearly 50 operettas including the popular 
“Poet and Peasant”? 

Franz Von Suppé 

c) In the term “Poet’s Day” what do the initials POETS stand for?  Push (or P***s) Off Early, 
Tomorrow’s Saturday 

6. Ships . 
a) In John Masefield’s poem “Cargoes” which ship had a cargo of “sandal wood, cedar wood and 

sweet white wine”? 
Quinquireme of Nineveh 

b) What was the name of explorer Ernest Shackleton’s ship’ which in 1914 was trapped for 10 
months in the Antarctic ice? 

Endurance 

c) “Discovery 1” is the name of the spaceship which features in which classic science fiction 
feature film? 

“2001: A Space Odyssey” 

7. Water, Water . 
a) The Sound of Sleat separates which island from the Scottish mainland? Skye 

b) At what centigrade temperature does water exhibit its maximum density? 4˚C 

c) On which body of water does the market town of Keswick stand? Derwentwater 

8. Sporting Extremes . 
a) Who was the youngest ever winner of the Wimbledon men’s singles title? Boris Becker 

b) Which is the highest fence to be jumped in the “Grand National”? The Chair 

c) Which event is traditionally the last to be held in the summer Olympic Games? (Men’s) Marathon 



Individual Round 7 Names 
 
 

1. The famous Irish bred racehorses “Arkle” and “Foinavon” were both named after which type 
of geographical feature? 

Scottish Mountains 

2. What name has Jeremy Clarkson given to his farm in Oxfordshire? Diddly Squat 
(As that’s the profit it makes) 

3. In Jane Austin’s classic novel “Emma” what is the surname of the title character? Woodhouse 

4. What is the name of the London club whose motto is “All the World’s a Stage”? Garrick Club 

5. What name is shared by Tchaikovsky’s last symphony and Beethoven’s Piano Sonata No 8?  Pathetique 

6. What name do the French give to the English Channel? La Manche 

7. In the television sitcom “Absolutely Fabulous” what is the name of the character played by 
Jennifer Saunders? 

Edina Monsoon 

8. In Michael Morpurgo’s book and the film of the same name, what is the name of the 
“Warhorse”? 

Joey 

9. What was the real first name of the landscape gardener nicknamed “Capability” Brown?  Lancelot 

10. What name is given by Aussies to a resident of Sydney? Sydneysider 

 



Team Round 8 
1. A bit more Science . 

a) In taxonomy which level of classification comes between “family” and “species”? Genus 

b) Which is the only halogen element to be liquid at room temperature? Bromine 

c) In Einstein’s famous equation E = MC² what does “C” represent? Speed of Light (Latin: ‘celeritas’, 
meaning ‘swiftness’) 

2. Spirits . 
a) Which strong mineral acid used to be called “Spirits of Salt”? Hydrochloric Acid (or muriatic 

acid) 
b) Which alcoholic spirit is added to Drambuie to make a “Rusty Nail”? Scotch Whisky 

c) Where might you find the “spirit of ecstasy”? Bonnet of a Rolls Royce 

3. Birds . 
a) The song which begins “On a tree by a willow a little tom-tit sang willow, tit willow, tit willow” 

comes from which Gilbert and Sullivan operetta? 
The Mikado 

b) Which bird of the southern hemisphere shares its name with a manufacturer of cricket bats? Kookaburra 

c) According to the RSPB’s “Big Garden Bird Watch” which bird was England’s most common 
garden visitor in 2021? 

House Sparrow 

4. Alliterative Answers . 
a) Which long-running and much spoofed travel series (1958-94) was partly-named after its Cairo-

born presenter? 
Whicker’s World 

b) Which song-writer wrote “24 hours from Tulsa” and “Raindrops Keep Fallin’ on my Head”? Burt Bacharach 

c) Which English composer wrote the coronation anthem “Crown Imperial”? William Walton 



Team Round 8 (Continued) 
5. Kid’s Stuff . 

a) If “Tinky Winky” is purple what colour is “La-La”? Yellow 

b) Complete with buck teeth and southern accent, what was the name of Scooby-Doo’s 
feebleminded cousin? 

Scooby-Dum 

c) In 2021, members of which comic strip gang had their names updated for the modern era from 
Fatty to Freddy, and Spotty to Scotty? 

The Bash Street Kids 

6. Cars . 
a) Which make and model of car took top spot in the league table of new saloon cars registered in 

2021? 
Vauxhall Corsa 

b) The new all-electric Rolls Royce saloon, expected in 2024, shares its name with the title of which 
2015 James Bond film? 

Spectre 

c) Founded in 1948, which luxury car marque began life as a manufacturer of tractors before it 
diversified into cars in 1963? 

Lamborghini 

7. Planets . 
a) Which planet of our solar system is the only one with its year shorter than its day?  Venus 

b) In the “Star Wars” series of films which is the home planet of Luke Skywalker? Tatooine 

c) In Gustav Holst’s “Planets Suite” which planet is the “Bringer of Old Age”? Saturn 

8. Philes and Ologies . 
a) A “galanthophile” is interested in which spring flowering bulb? Snowdrop 

b) Petrology is the name given to the scientific study of what? Rocks 

c) A “turophile” loves to eat which food? Cheese 



Beer Round 
. 

1. . . 
a) “Margaret River” is a wine producing region of which country? Australia 

b) “Carson City” is the capital of which U.S. State? Nevada 

c) Which Duke has his family seat at Arundel Castle? Duke of Norfolk 

2. . . 
a) “Mendoza” is a wine producing region of which country? Argentina 

b) “Jefferson City” is the capital of which U.S. State? Missouri 

c) Which Duke has his family seat at Badminton House? Duke of Beaufort 

 
Spare Questions 
 

1. Who was the wife of Charles 1st Henrietta Maria 

2. According to The World Factbook, which country has the 2nd longest coastline in the world 
after Canada? 

Norway 

3. What would you do with a “Yorkshire Fat Rascal”? Eat It 

 


